
PERFECTSWING4U
Golf Academy

915-449-3613
Perfectswing4u@gmail.com

Our Mission:
El Paso, ready to take your golf game to the next level? Perfectswing4U is your partner for
success!
We empower golfers of all skill levels to achieve their golfing aspirations through personalized
instruction, cutting-edge technology, and a supportive community. Whether you're a beginner
looking to break 100, or a seasoned player seeking to refine your technique, we'll guide you
every step of the way.
Join Perfectswing4U and experience the difference - let's make golf fun, rewarding, and
enjoyable for El Paso golfers, together!

Our Services:
Individual Lessons: Receive one-on-one coaching tailored to your specific needs and goals.
Develop a personalized training plan designed to improve your swing mechanics, course
management, and overall game.
Group Clinics: Learn from our PGA-certified professionals in a collaborative setting. Gain
valuable insights from group interaction and build camaraderie with fellow golfers.
Putting Lab Analysis & Fitting: Delve deeper into putting, a crucial aspect of the game. Utilizing
advanced technology, analyze your putting tendencies and be fitted with the perfect putter to
elevate your greenside performance.
Launch Monitor Analysis: Gain valuable insights into your swing mechanics through data-driven
analysis provided by our launch monitors. Track progress and measure improvements in areas
like ball speed, distance, and launch angle.



Practice Facilities: Hone your skills in our state-of-the-art indoor facility equipped with hitting
bays, putting greens, and practice bunkers, providing a controlled and versatile environment to
refine all aspects of your game.
Club Fitting: Find your perfect match with our comprehensive club fitting services. Our experts
will analyze your swing and recommend clubs that optimize your performance and maximize
your potential.

Our Instructors:
Perfectswing4u boasts a team of highly qualified and experienced PGA-certified professionals.
Each instructor is passionate about golf and dedicated to your success. They possess a wealth of
knowledge and utilize innovative teaching methods to personalize the learning experience for
each student.

YASER GARCIA

Yaser Garcia isn't just an instructor; he's your partner in unlocking your full golfing potential at
Perfectswing4u. A PGA Class A Professional with a decade of playing experience (currently a 0
handicap!), Yaser brings a unique blend of expertise and passion to the game.

Here's what sets Yaser apart:

● PGA Certified Professional: Yaser holds the highest level of PGA certification, ensuring you
receive instruction based on the latest industry standards and best practices.

● TPI Level 2 Certified: This certification allows Yaser to analyze your body mechanics and how
they interact with your swing, creating a truly holistic approach to improvement.

● CAPTO Putting Certified: Mastering the green is crucial, and Yaser's CAPTO Putting
Certification ensures he can identify your putting tendencies and fit you with the perfect putter for
optimal performance.

● Flightscope and Fullswing Deep Knowledge: Yaser leverages cutting-edge launch monitor
technology to provide data-driven insights into your swing, allowing him to tailor instruction for
measurable improvement.

● Proven Playing Experience: As a current 0 handicap golfer, Yaser understands the challenges and
strategies needed to excel on the course.

Yaser's Expertise:



● Course Management: Learn to navigate the course strategically, making smart decisions that lead
to lower scores.

● Swing Mechanics: Break down your swing and identify areas for improvement, focusing on
building a solid foundation for a powerful and consistent swing.

● Short Game Wizard: Elevate your short game with Yaser's expert coaching. Master chipping,
pitching, and bunker play to become a complete golfer.

Why Choose Yaser:

● Personalized Approach: Yaser tailors his instruction to your unique needs and learning style,
ensuring you achieve your specific goals.

● Passionate Instructor: Yaser's enthusiasm for the game is contagious, making lessons engaging
and enjoyable.

● Proven Track Record: Yaser has a history of helping students of all skill levels improve their
game and reach their full potential.

MEMO VEGA

Memo Vega isn't just an instructor, he's your guide to unlocking the athletic potential within every
golfer at Perfectswing4u. With a combination of PGA PGM Level 3 certification and extensive
experience, Memo is dedicated to helping students of all ages achieve their golfing aspirations.

What Makes Memo Unique:



● PGA PGM Level 3 Certified: Memo holds a respected certification demonstrating his
commitment to professional development and delivering top-quality instruction.

● CAPTO and TrackMan Certified: These certifications equip Memo with the latest
technology to analyze your putting tendencies and swing mechanics, providing
data-driven insights for improvement.

● Proven Playing Experience: As a current 4 handicap golfer with 8 years of playing
experience, Memo understands the challenges and strategies needed to excel on the
course.

● Over 5 Years of Junior Teaching Expertise: Memo specializes in working with young
golfers. His experience leading junior golf camps and working as a lead instructor at
Topgolf allows him to connect with students and make learning fun.

● Body Mechanics Focus: Memo believes in understanding your body mechanics to create
a swing that works for you. He'll help you unlock your inner athlete and develop a
powerful, efficient swing.

Memo's Areas of Expertise:

● Junior Golf Instruction: Memo creates a positive and engaging environment for young
golfers to develop their skills and love for the game.

● Body Mechanics Analysis: He analyzes your body movements and swing technique to
identify areas for improvement and optimize your swing mechanics.

● Athletic Development: Memo incorporates athletic principles into his teaching, helping
you unleash your inner athlete and improve your overall golf performance.

Why Choose Memo:

● Passionate and Engaging: Memo's enthusiasm for golf creates a fun and motivating
learning experience for students of all ages.

● Focus on Fundamentals: He emphasizes building a solid foundation in swing mechanics
and body movement.

● Proven Results: Memo has a track record of success in helping junior golfers and adults
improve their game.

Benefits of Choosing Perfectswing4u:

● Personalized Instruction: Benefit from customized learning plans that address your individual
needs and goals.

● Data-Driven Approach: Leverage technology to gain valuable insights into your swing, allowing
your instructor to provide targeted feedback for improvement.

● Year-Round Practice: Our indoor facility enables you to practice consistently, regardless of the
season, ensuring you stay sharp and on top of your game.



● Confidence Building: With expert guidance and a focus on fundamentals, you'll gain the
confidence and skills to tackle the course with newfound success.

● Convenience: Our central location and flexible scheduling options ensure you can easily fit golf
instruction into your busy life.

● Community and Support: Join a community of passionate golfers and benefit from the support
and encouragement of your fellow students and instructors.

Conclusion:
Perfectswing4u is your partner in achieving your golfing goals. We offer a comprehensive range of
services and a team of dedicated professionals who can help you take your game to the next level.


